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YouWise move? —Joseph M. Jackson, Assoc. AIA 
EVP/CEO

lease, we paid the full-service equivalent 
of over $21 a square foot. As we strug- 

fair renewal lease with

than I can count, we were approached by 
people looking for an architect.

to use our referreil program to link

y now; you're probably aware that 
AIA Colorado relocated its head
quarters from Lower Downtown 

the award-winning Park Central office 
complex in the center of downtown 
Denver. Before I introduce you to

home, I'd like to provide you with 
some background on why, at the end of 
our five-year lease, it was time to leave 
LoDo for our wonderful and inspired 

new office space.

.. allow-
gled to navigate a 
the landlord, the best we could negotiate 
would have had us paying over $29 a

[ contents ] ing us
them with you, our members.

to
foot—with no additional tenantsquare

improvement dollars coming from the 
to allow us to renovate the space

At the same time, we found there were 
drawbacks that accompanied the space’s 
strengths, some of which became obsta
cles we were unable to overcome. Let me 
provide you with some examples of the 
challenges of the LoDo space. First, the 
size of the office was too small to accom
modate the way AIA Colorado functions 
today. The 1.900-square-foot space was 
originally designed to house two chap
ters; AIA Colorado and AIA Denver.
They joined together in one office to 
consolidate similar needs—conference 
facilities, kitchen, copy room, and shared 

staff functions.

our

new owner
to suit our current needs.

Clearly this sizeable investment was not 
within our budgetaiy plans, and our 
leadership did not feel it to be in the best 
interests of our membership to stay We 
realized that, in effect, we had been priced 
out of LoDo. It was time to move

PAGE 7North Chapter
If you visited us at our storefront in 
LoDo, you know that the space provided 

with great exposure and visibility 
something I believe our previous Capitol 
Hill address lacked. It gave us the oppor
tunity to showcase architecture and our 
members’ work through monthly 
exhibits in the piazzalAIA galleiy which 
stretched the length of the property

We held many receptions over the five 
years—many open to the public—sever
al numbering nearly 100 participants.
The design of the space let us expand 

exhibits into tlie Board room, with 
its exposed brick walls, dating back 100 
years to when the space was better known 

the John Deere Plow Building. With 
bright primary colors and exposed sys- 

and ductwork, the space reflected 
the style of the lofts that surrounded us.

We enjoyed a steady stream of walk-ins, 
simply the public, wondering what 

all about. On more occasions

PAGE 8109th Meridian

on.usPAGE 9Denver Apogee
A statewide task force was convened, 
chaired by past AIA Colorado President 
Ron Abo, to develop our new goals and 
objectives, and locate suitable new space. 
Our broker, Carol High of Carol High 
Commercial Real Estate, did an out
standing job of listening to our wishes 
and finding several alternative locations 
for us. Almost from the outset, our first 
choice was clear: we would take over a 
street-level space once occupied by 
Colorado National Bank, in Tower One 
of the Park Central complex,

PAGE 10 ,Lines & Columns

Since then, our organization has restruc
tured to meet the needs of a growing 
membership, and to accomplish the 
challenges of staffing AIA Colorado and 
AIA Denver, and our three smaller local 
chapters: AIA Colorado North, South, 
and West. Our staff was wedged togeth
er. working in small cubicles, with no 
storage capabilities. The lack of acoustic 
separation, along with inadequate light
ing, made focusing on the increasing 
tasks at hand an even greater challenge.

PAGE 2Presidents Message
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A Tool for Modern 
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In December's issue, I will explain our 
and thank the many individuals.ternsConnecting with 

Architecture. DFA
move
companies, and others who have so gen
erously contributed to what I think you 
will agree to be a suitably beautiful and 
functional new headquarters-

PAGE 1 1

Second, the costs of maintaining the 
offices were becoming harder to justify 
For example, during the final year of our

PAGE 12-13Debate on Light Rail
many 
we werePAGE 14WMR Conference

The Getty CenterGovernment Affairs 
Brief PAGE 15

prehensible clusters, each with itsWith its golden light and brilliant blue 
sky southern California provided the 
unique opportunity to relate interior to 
exterior space, create a relationship 
between architecture and landscape, 
and to focus on the concern with 
building and garden. The museum 
responds to this opportunity; it is both 
introverted—its spaces are conducive 

contemplating works of art—and 
extroverted—its organization lets the 
visitor experience this unique place.

com
own inner courtyard. The visitor is 
taken on a chronological journey of thesituated on a spectacular 110-acre 

hilltop, commanding dramatic 
views of the Los Angeles basin Getty collections, with paintings occu

pying the top floor to take advantage of 
the natural top light. Decorative arts, 
manuscripts, and works on paper 
housed on ground-level galleries, shield
ed from the sunlight.

and beyond, emerges a complex unlike 
any of its kind; The Getty Center—the 
third project to be presented at the 

Conference.
are

Design

Richard Meier & Partners was 
selected in 1984 as architect for 
this prestigious and unique 
commission, to provide a com
plex benefiting the Getty Trust 
and the City of Los Angeles. 
Recently completed and opened 

the public, the Getty Center 
is comprised of six buildings 
that unite the various programs 
of the J. Paul Getty Trust for the 
general public.

to Materials chosen'for the exterior 
cladding reinforce the balance between 
building and site. Rough cleft travertine 

chosen for the museum and retain-was
ing walls—a stone evoking traditional
ism and endurance, offering a connec- 

the landscape. The other build-

From the entrance, museum visitors 
have many choices, either to enter the 
building or explore the gardens. The 
lobby is a tall, cylindrical space that 

the museum courtyard and

to tion to
ings, more curvilinear in form, are clad 
in metal panels, complementing the 
travertine and the site’s topography.

£0 opens to
leads to gallery pavilions. These small 
pavilions break the museum into easily

The Catty Center. Architect: Richattf Meier & 
Partners
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1999 Board of 
Directors National Task Force Relevant 

AIA Colorado
President ■Ned White, AIA 
President-Elect. Stephen Loos, AIA
Treasurer..........Saundra Spach, AIA
Treasurer-Elect.-Jim Morten AIA 
Secretary The American Institute of 

Architects, especially at the
empowers its members and inspires cre
ation of a better built environment." The 
vision statement helps clarify what 
want AIA to become.

•Jim Cox, AIA 
Past President ..Ron Abo, AIA 
Director national level, has often been crit

icized for being a staid, "good-old-boys 
dub” and for not being responsive 
real, current needs. In addition, each 
national president created his

.Rebecca Spears, AIA 

.Marvin Maples, AIA 

.Jim Pauli, AIA 
■Skip Doty, AIA 
Andrea Nicholl. Assoc.

we
Director... 
Director ... 
Director... 
Assoc. Dir.

to our 
past 

own agen
da: more or less starting from scratch.

The next step was to define core values 
that include;

♦ Leadership
♦ Design excellence
♦ Life-long learning
♦ Ethical behavior
♦ Inclusiveness
♦ Collaboration
♦ Client and member

AIA
University Dir...Dean Patricia O’Leary, Fortunately, in June 1998. AlAs leader

ship saw the need for change and 
appointed a task force to develop a 
strategic long-range plan. Out of this 
effort evolved The Aligning the Institute 
for the Millennium Task Force, which 
developed the AIM Report.

AIA
Public Dir, Henry Dubroff 
Prof. Affil. Dir. ..Isabelle Matteson. PA 
Student Dir.

—Ned White, AIA
President. AIA Colorado.Jason Pettigrew. AIAS 

•Jered Minter, AIAS 
Executive VP ....Joseph Jackson, Assoc.

center services for better preparing their students 
become architects upon graduation.

to
Once these steps were completed, the 
major objectives or issues for action 
defined. While these were developed for 
AIA National, most—if not all—are rele
vant to us in Colorado. I’ve taken the lib
erty of prioritizing these in the order I feel 
are most significant in our state,

AIA
Colorado Architect is tfie monthly publication 
of AIA Colorado. AIA Colorado South, AIA 
Denver AIA Colorado North and AIA Colorado 
Vkst. and is provided as a benefit to members. 
Submit your article by mail fax or e-mail 
(info@aiacolorado.or^. Deadline for all

were 6. Inclusiveness. Aggressively broadeEarly on, the task force decided that 
the AIA was to be an effective instru
ment of change, the key factors to focus 
on were:

♦ Leadership and vision
♦ Cultural transformatioir
♦ Accountability and responsibility
♦ Inclusiveness

•nif the membership base to be more inclu
sive, and focus services to anticipate and 
creatively respond to member needs.

7. Governance. Transform the culture, 
structure, and resources of the AIA 
facilitate the bold implementation of 
policies that support the mission and 
vision statements, and provide more 
timely, consistent, and innovative 
responses to emerging issues.

mafen’-
al is the first day of each month previous to pub
lication. Submissions are edited and published 
as space allows. Letters to the editoi;

1. Partners. Identify, promote, and 
enhance strategic partnerships between 
members, their clients, and other 
tributors to the built

to

♦ Access to knowledge and the appli 
cation of technology

♦ Influence and
♦ The

sugges
tions. comments and encouragement are wel
comed. Expressed opinions and statements in 
this publication do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the AIA Colorado Boand of Directors 
or its membership.

con-
environment.

engagement
appropriate structure to sup

port change
2. External Dialog. Seek opportunities 
and create mechanisms to foster dialogue 
that engages the architect with the 
ketplace.

As you can see, AIA National is honestly
mar- trying to re-evaluate and make itselfTo facilitate these issues, the task force 

recommended a new mission statement; 
The American Institute of Architects 
the voice of the architecture profession 
dedicated to;

♦ Serving its Members
♦ Advancing Their Value
♦ Improving the Quality of the Built 

Environment
That answers the 
AIA exist?”

moreEditorial Board responsive and relevant in tlie 21 centu
ry. Michael Stanton, FAIA,Ned White, AIA. Colorado Chapt 

Susan H. Buchanan. AIA Colorado 
Skip Doty, AIA, West Chapt 
Duane Boyle, AIA. South Chapt 
Joseph M. Jackson, Assoc. AIA 
Kim Jackson, The Newsletter Group 
Carolyn Livingston, AIA Colorado 
Eileen March, Assoc. AIA, The 
Research Studio 
Herb Roth, AIA, Denver Chapt 
Randy Giseburt, AIA, North Chapt 
Mark Shaw, Colorado Construction; The 
Daily Journal 
Publisher

3. Information and Knowledge 
Delivery. Identify and promote market- 
driven, timely, relevant, concise, and 
accessible information and knowledge, 
using all appropriate delivery systems.

4. Advocacy. Initiate and enable results- 
oriented advocacy with government and 
industry at the state, local, and national 
levels, speaking clearly and consistently.

5. Architecture Education. Promote the 
accountability of schools offering profes
sional degree programs in architecture

our currenter is president; Ronald Skaggs, FAIA, our 2000
president; and our own John Anderson, 
FAIA. our 2001 pr^ident; have all 
pledged their support and commitment to

er
er

make this an ongoing and productive pro
gram. I encourage both your comments 
and support for this exciting initiative. 
Copies of the repiort can be obtained from

question, “Why does

the AIA Colorado office.
er

Then a vision statement was developed
er It’s truly exciting and rewaj-ding to see 

national leadership listening to 
and taking action to improve the AIA for

as follows:
our"Through a culture of innovation. 

The American Institute of Architects
us

The Newsletter Group
the next millennium.

the rocky mountain regions 

MicroStation experts!
Jean Sebben Associates

COMiil.lB.CIiLl IMtlK.IOI.
A UNIQJJf rERSrECtIVE ON PiOPLE a SPACES T E K T O NDllION

M MicroStation Sales
IN

medical -office complex 
EDUCATION -HOSPITALITY

MicroStation Training
services

CONCEPTS -COLOR/TEXTURE 
SPACE PLAN -SPECIFYING 
AUTOCAD - CONSULTING 

FINISH MATERIALS 
FURNITURE

A MicroSlalion Institute Center 
AIA CEU's Earned 
Power!-.unch Seminars and Custom Courees

IS)

Think what you could
MicroStation Technical Support create with architectural 

EEM software that thinks
TEAMING WITH 

ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS 
WITH AN INTERIOR EMPHASIS 

FOR 15 YEARS

if tJenlley bEl.ECT Provider 
Home of Bentley’s 1998'lechnii'a! 
Support Representative of ihe ^’( like you do.

ear

www.paxIekton.comP.O. BOX 6388 
COLORADO SPRINGS 

719) 635-7133 ■ CO 80934 
FAX ( 71 9) 63 5- 71 91 Phone 303.296.1054MicroStation Consulting Services
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Be Bigger than You Are through 
Joint Ventures

—Donald A. Bertram. Esq.. AlA 
AlA Denver Chapter

Bertram is experienced in all aspects of 
design, construction, and business law.

This arficJe was written with the intent of 
providing legal information intended to be 
accurate, although not comprehensive. 
Accordingly, you are urged to consult your 
attorney for any speci:^c legal advice you 
may need concerning the subject matter of 

this article.

entered into lightly and should be done 
with the assistance of counsel. Even 
with all these legal burdens and hassles 
of signing the joint venture agreement 

limited liability operating agreement, 
the parties can—and should—be able to 

rewards for their efforts

Members of an LLC are not required to 
be individuals. They can be corpora
tions or any other entity. However, in 
many instances, these "joint ventures" 
are born in response to request for pro
posal or other solicitation, by owners 
who may require a number of quite spe 
cific expertise not prevalent in any 
firm. A number of design firms may 
find it advantageous to join forces to

timesn today's world, where many 
bigger is better, where faster is better, 
where quicker is better, and where the 

demands of clients are such that some of 
the traditional mechanisms of delivering

or

professional design services have to be 
augmented and somewhat creative, many 

have turned to forming joint

obtain monetary 
and increase their professional prestige.one

practitioners 
ventures with other design firms to mar- DonaJd A. Bertram is a practicing attorney 

and a licensed architect with the firm of 
Bertram & Associates in Denver Mr

ket and compete for many different types 
of projects. Joining forces of independent 
design firms may provide the syneigistic 
effect to provide for the specific needs of a 
client or potential client.

respond to the owners requirements.
At this early stage, it may not be pru
dent to form and file with the Secretary 

an LLC. The

Next month: Teaming Agreements.

of State a joint venture or 
parties should set forth between them- 

Ives certain general rules as to how
7803 E. Harvard Avenue
Denver, CO 80231
(303) 750 8200 • 1 800 447 1888
www.coloradohardscapes.com

seTraditionally, a joint venture has been 
used for this purpose. A joint venture is a 
partnership witii a limited life, scope, and 
objective—a partnership for a specific 
project or pnDjects. As a partnership, each 
of the partners is liable for the acts of the 
partnership and the acts of the partners in 
pursuing the interests of the partnership. 
Today there is an alternative to a joint 
venture—a limited liability company 
(LLC). For tax purposes, it is an entity 
that is considered a partnership and for

they are going to proceed in at least 
pursuing this commission, 
this type of agreement is a teaming 
agreement. I’ll cover specifics about 
teaming agreements next month.

HardscapesOne term for

Colorado Hardscapes brings 
50 years of the highest level of 
professional concrete and rock 
work services to your next 
design project, including;

Municipal Plazas 
Public Art Projects 
Signage &
Formliner walls.

referred to after-Many joint ventures are 
ward or even during the project as the
“Joint venture from hell," mainly because 
the parties did not recognize the limita
tions and strong points of one another 
and did not take the time at the begin
ning to address the various items dis
cussed above.

it’s treated as a corpo- Visit our latest work:
• Aurora Justice Center
• Lakewood Town Center
• Grange Hall Creek Improvements
• South Suburban Miniature Golf
• Jetties in Commons Park

liability purposes, 
ration. Thereby, an LLC does not expose 
individual members (partners) to the
ultimate liability of the company: the 
amount of assets that each member has

Drafting and executing the joint venture 
agreement does have very, very harsh 
and legal ramifications. It should not beplaced in the limited liability company 

are at risk.

N"3?jsE5SllBHrof7ni

hen it's not 
business as usual...

PLLC

a w

Timberlech www.jacksonkelly.com

An Engineered Composl^
You 'tl never find wood inr> goou.

Jackson & KelJy. Experienced 
representation of design 
professionals in all legal matters.

TimberTech offers high quality decking 
* - beauty. The unique tongue-
install and conceals all fasteners.

available at Boddington Lumber Company.

materials with low maintenance 
in-groove design is easy
AH your lumber needs are 
Boddington is your regional wholesale distributor of high quality mouldings 
& millwork, Stanley Steel Doors and Marvin Windows & Doors.

information, please call 1-800*333-8304

to

Philip B. Cardi, Re.sponsihle Attorney 
1660 Lincoln Street, Suite 2710 

Denver, Colorado 80264 
(303) 390-0003 

pcardi @jacksonkelly. com
For more

BODDINGTON
L UMBER C O. West VirginiaKentuckyDistrict of ColumbiaColorado

4220 Mark Dabling Boulevard^Colorad^SpHngs^^^^^^^^
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Continuing Education Opportunities
Denver College of Law, Lowell Thomas Training classes in Colorado in Fort 

Collins November 4-5, Diirango 
November 5-6, and in Montrose 
November 11-12. The course is $150 for 
the two-day training. For registration 
information, please call 888.478.4608.

Log on today at http;//www.e 
architect.com/conted/eClassroom, and 
see how convenient it is to earn LUs 
online. Your feedback on this new pro 
gram is important; send your comments 
and suggestions about AIA eClassroom 
to eclassroom@aiamail.aia.org.

Law Building, 1900 Olive Street. Denver.
Join him at this complimentaiy event
with a reception beginning at 4;30 pm in 
the Daniel S. Hoffman Lounge and a lec-
ture beginning at 5:30 pm, in the Sam &
Freda Davis Auditorium. Following the 
lecture, Mr. Safdie will conduct a book AIA eClassroom Debuts

AIA eClassroom is an innovative on-line 
program that gives you the power to ful
fill your continuing-education require
ments wherever and whenever you want. 
AIA eClassroom, located on the 
AIAOnline Network, features 12 
derived from the most popular seminars 
at the 1999 AIA national convention. All 
courses include links to additional 
resources, downloadable handouts, and 
chat areas to discuss the courses with 
your colleagues.

signing. RSVP to 303.871.6304 to
Designer-led Workshops 
Return
Designer-led project workshop 
being continued due to popular demand. 
A joint effort by the AIA, ACEC, and 
DPIC, they got rave reviews earlier this 
year so additional workshops 
added this fall.
November 19-20: Dallas, TX 
December 3-4: Atlanta, GA.

reserve your seat.

APM’s On-Site Delivery 
Courses

s are
ACEC’s Project Management 
Seminar The Association for Project Manag 

(APM) has developed four ers coursesAmerican Consulting Engineers Council courses
of Colorado will designed for -site delivery. Each pro- werepresent a seminar on
Project Management" in Denver gram is specifically designed for engi-on

November 5-6, 1999. Learn practical neers. architects, owner/client facilities
staff, and government agency design andproject management skills that you can

apply immediately, understand the five construction personnel. The nodular
These 1-1/2-day workshops are devel
oped and presented by design profes
sionals who have experience with 
design-build and construction 
ment. In each, subject matter experts 
present real-world issues and give self- 
assessment and business planning guide
lines to help attendees make the "go/no 
go” decisions surrounding designer-led 
project delivery.

parts of any project and learn how to courses can be offered in full or part-day 
formats. Topics may be selected fromincrease buy-in from individuals who To begin taking

1. Go to AIA eClassroom at http:// 
www.e-architect.com/conted/eClassroom.
2. Select your course. Courses are $19.95 
each for AIA members and $29.95 for 
nonmembers.
3. Register on our secure e-commerce 
server.
4. Begin your course. You can take it all at 
once or over several sessions.
5. Take the End-of-Course Quiz.
6. After successfully completing the quiz, 
your learning units (LUs) are reported 
automatically on your member transcript. 
You can earn up to 4 LUs per course.

courses:each program to custom design aexecute the project work. Call ACEC at
800.548.2723 or email conted@asce. course. Current programs include: manage-org

Total Project Management, Vital Skillsfor more information.
For Project Managers. Team

Moshe Safdie to speak at 
DU’s Law School

Management for Project Managers, and
Keys to Project Management Excellence.

The Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute
Fees for each program are negotiable.at the University of Denver College of 

Law invites you to attend the 1999 John For more information, contact Howard
You can attend one or both days and 
receive CES credits for your participa
tion. Cost is $475 for Friday sessions 
and $275 for Saturday sessions. Call 
800.227.8533. x 337 or fax831.649.3958 
to register or request more information.

Bimbeig at 312.664.2300. e-mailPowell Distinguished Lecture. Moshe
assocpm@ix.netcom.comSafdie. renowned architect and planner

and author of The City After the
Blue Maxx Training Classes
Blue Maxx Wallsystems offers its Level I

Automobile, will speak on Wednesday, 
November 10. 1999 at the University of

Denver

1660 Seventeenth Street 
Suite 101
Denver, CO 80202 
(303)-623-4927 
Fax (303)-623-6602

Structural 
Engineers 
Serving All 
Of Colorado

Vail

70 Benchmark Rd. 
Suite 204 
PO. Box 1597 
Avon, CO 81620 
(970)-949-7768 
Fax (970)-949-4054

1
We wish to thank 
clients and friends for 
their support!

our

Monroe & Newell
Engineers, Inc.

Co/orotio [architect
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THE Edge —Bob Flanagan 
Special to AIA Denver Chapter

the dale that they were incorporated into 
the curriculum;
1. AutoCAD, the core program—1989
2. 3Dstudio, the imaging program— 
1992
3. Photoshop, an image compositional 
program—1991
4. PageMaker/Quark, a text/image 
positional program—1994
5. Netscape, an Internet access tool— 

1996

Examining
historic convention of transformation 
through plan, section, and elevation. The 
metamorphosis from two- to three- 
dimensional interpretation relies on the 
structuring of a simple language with 
rules, to converse in a visual dialogue. 
The language and the rules address 

of scale, color, order, hierarchy, 
repetition, and spatial composition.

generation of technology has eclipsed 
the imagery of the past, however, many 
of the concepts and principles are still 
recognizable in theory—although not 
necessarily in expression.

Course content is organized in two-week 
modules. Students can substitute, devel
op, and implement projects analogous 
Examining the Edge as appropriate. It 
also conveniently punctuates students’ 
learning experience with plateaus that 

phasize creativity and the corollary 
issues of technical mastery. 
Approximately 25% of the content is 
restructured each year; the flexible appa- 

of modular assignments allows for 
another composition of a structured, 
coherent pedagogy.

excerpt from a paperThe foliowing is an 
presented by Robert Flanagan at a recent 
architectural education conference in 
Montexideo. Mr Flanagan is an architect
and an Assisfanf Professor at the 
University of Colorado. He teaches 
design and analysis in the Graduate 
Program at the College of Architecture 
and Planning.

corn-
issues

to

Examining the Edge: 
AN EXPERIMENT IN THE 
RESOLUTION OF
Graphic Conflict

Origins of Examining the Edge
The single-most important message for 
the begiiming student is that it’s possible 

to create an

Conflict
The ‘sketch’ structures an argument 
through graphic, symbolic representa
tion; conflict is inherent within units of 
discourse and mediation requires a 
graphic response. It is generally devel
oped on trace paper, but sometimes 
through direct computer interaction. 
Translation into the vocabulary of 
structured two-dimensional symbols 
follows. From this, a three-dimensional 
response evolves.

em
original and credible 

response through processes of language, 
sketch, and digital technology. To pro
vide guidance, we must step back and 
observe the direction in which we are 
headed, particularly regarding technolo- 

lo become enamored

The assignment
Sticks (rules) and Seeds (ideas) provide 
the framework for developing a spatial 
response. Symbols are identified, an ide
ological and graphic conflict ensues, and 
the students establish a response, creat
ing the edge condition. While the sym
bols are developed collectively each stu
dent has the option of creating his or her 
own. Trace paper is the preferred medi- 

for the original sketch. It is inexpen- 
sily scanned and allows for layer- 

10 transfer ideas

rams

gy. U is all too easy 
of new technology and ignore the reality 
that we are crafting instruments for cre
ating and transferring knowledge.

The precursor to Examining the Edge is
Terms ofan experiment focusing on 

Translation;" it was presented at the 14th
National Conference on the Beginning 
Design Student at Carnegie Mellon 
University in 1997. It involves interpret
ing two-dimensional art into three- 
dimensional expression.

While the conflict inherent betweenBackground
First offered in 1989, Examining the 
Edge is under development in ARCH 
6410, Introduction to Digital Design and 
Analysis of Principles. It is a 16-week, 
no-prerequisite, three-credit elective, 
offered in the College of Architecture 
and Planning at the University of 
Colorado. The phenomenon of a

units of dialog structures the aigument, 
language contributes to its mediation. 
Text and graphics are essentially inter- 
changable in delivering the message. 
Composition doesn’t just restate the facts 

and additional

um

sive, ea
ing of ideas. As a means 
from hand to machine, it is ideal.

For the beginning designer, this capabili 
cy is crucial to mastery of the practical 

of program, integrated with the
Hardware/Software
Considerations
ARCH6410 is an introductory class to 
investigate digital design and analysis 
principles. The following programs 
used, listed in order of importance, and

developed; it creates new 
meaning derived from graphic and textu-issue

aesthetic issue of composition. This tech
nique does not deny, but builds on, the al development.

were JSee THE EDGE on page 15]

Your Employee Benefits... 
Is SERVICE a Critical Issue?

IDEAS TO RESULTS
of businesses choose Jim Smallwood andEach year, dozens 

Lincoln Financial Advisors to help manage their employee JDEdwards Corporate Campus
benefits. We will help your firm with:

Detailed. Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Consulting
Assistance in Resolving Claims, Benefit Concernsit Employee

and General Plan Questions
it Complete COBRA Administration

Jim Smallwood, RHU
Telephone: 303.714.4744 

Fax; 303.714.4773 
“One Knowledgeable Source... 

One Clear Solution”

n Lincoln

Financial Advisors®
A membtr of Lintoln FimrKial Creue

Lincoln Financial Group is the markrtiiig name fur 
Lincoln Nallnnal Corporation and its afTllinles.

Branch office; 5613 DTC Pkwy.. Suite 300 
Englewood. CO 80111

General Contractor: Hensel Phelps Construction Co.
Engineer: Martin/MartinOumer; JDEdwards 

Archilecl: Fentress Bradhuni Architects. LTD.

Architectural precast cladding on four office towers 
co mprise the JDEdwards campus to date.

Acid etching and sandstone form liner provide 
natural highlights for the project.

RMP was a natural choice to solve 
the complete manufacturing 
challenge of deep returns with 
multiple colors and textures.

Rocky Mountain Prestress
PCI Certified
5801 Pecos Denver, Colorado 80221 
303/480-1111 FAX 303/433-0451
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A Tool for Modern Times Using Lowenfeld’s theory as a basis for 
classification, it’s clear the traditional 
academic approach to architectural train
ing was primarily confined to an analysis 
of visual phenomena. Students studied 
history, learned perepecdve from dia
grammatic charts, and were trained to 
act as spectators to the visual scene. The 
Michaelangelos, Le Corbusiers, Wrights 
succeeded as architects because they had 
a sufficiently visual orientation to satisfy 
the academic demands of the day. How 
many great architects gave up 
discouraged because their talents 
not visual, we’ll never know.

—Paul R. Jeselnick, AlA 
AlA Denver Chapter

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain 
used computer-assisted design.

Here we have two highly successful 
architects with two very different meth
ods of communicating. Stylistic differ
ences alone are insufficient to under
stand the role technology plays in shap
ing contemporary architectural thought,

In the early '80s, the tools used 
municate ideas were essentially the 

those used by Michaelangelo: pen, 
pencil, paper. How vividly I remember 
the various weights of lead used 
imparl texture/weight to a drawing.
How I stood over a kitchen sink clean
ing those infernal technical pens used to 
render ideas in mylar, then a relatively 
new invention.

o ne would think that every prac
ticing architect would be 
joyed with the limitless possibil

ities that technological expression 
appears to provide. Yet there is an ever- 
increasing gap between those who 
computers as a design tool and those

who relegate it to a production role. It 
may surprise you to know that of the 
recently completed Getty Center by 
Richard Meier and Partners, only the 
floor and reflected ceiling plans 
drawn on the computer. Everything else 
was dravm by hand. Yet Frank Gehry’s

over-

were
use

or were
wereto corn-

same
as More than ever before, contemporary 

architects depend on senses, sources, and 
tools rather than eyes and hands 
municate. With increasingly sophisticat
ed virtual software, it may be possible to 
create architecture in the ultimate "hap
tic" environment. For the immediate 
future, the computer 
those architects best who are visually ori 
ented. Even Frank Gehry confesses 
initially sketching concepts by hand

to
to com-

seems to serve
We look at those same tools now with a 

of nostalgia, having replaced them 
with a mouse, keyboard, and laser jet 
printer. And yet one wonders, is the 
experience of drawing with a computer 
the same—or even similar—as that of 
drawing by hand?

tosense

It is important to acknowledge the role 
of technology in contemporary architec
tural practice, for it has made much of 
what we do easier and faster. We 
become so consumed by techno-lust 
that we blind ourselves to its shortcom
ings. There is still a place for those 
architects who continue to communicate 
using their hands.

cannot
Victor Lowenfeld, a student of the devel
opment of pictorial expression, theorized 
that there are two main types of art 
expression that represent two extreme 
poles of artistic personality: these he des
ignated as visual and haptic. The visual 
student primarily concerns himself with 
the visible environment. His eyes are his 
primary instrument for perception and 
he reacts as

Perhaps the best insight to this discus
sion lies in the words of the 
American architect, Louis Kahn, who 
said, "The world cannot be expected to 
come from the exercise of present tech
nology alone to find the realms of 
expression. I believe that technology 
should be inspired. A good pi 
demands it."

great

a spectator to experience. 
The non-visual student, or haptic, relates 

expression to his own bodily 
tions and the subjective experience 
where he becomes emotionally involved. 
Interestingly, Lowenfeld discovered that

his newsensa-

an

pictorial creativity was quite unrelated to 
the degree of visual orientation and that 
with

Mr. Jeselnick is an associate with RNL 
Design. He communicates primarily by 
hand drawing/model and is in the process 
of learning to use the computer.

proper stimulus, either type could 
create art works of a high order.

The Unique Interlocking Ballast System For Single-Ply Roofing COLORADO
DRAFTING

^SUPPLY INC.

Providing Colorado 
.with Personalized 
imillL Service for 

over 20 Years
4

• Blueprinting

• Oce 9800

• Plotter supplies

• Plan files, hanging files

• Large document copies

• Reduction senices
• Blueprint papers

• Drafting supplies & furniture

Interlocking Ballast Pavers provide superior resistance to wind uplift. 
The I2*lb7sq. ft. extruded concrete system elfectively secures single-ply 
moling membranes, while providing protection against harmiul 
ultra-violet rays. Ballast Pavers

WESTILE
are a cost effective ballast solution. A local manufacturer since 1931 

8311 W. Carder Court, Littleton, CO 80125 
303-791-1700 Fox 303-791-9906

www.westile.com
An Oldcastle™ Company

757-8523Member

A IB1-IBAOF
SIETRO
Dt.WER 4395 E. Mississippi Ave. 

Denver
Mon.-Fri. • 8:30-5:30

BUILT GREEN.
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AIA AIA Colorado North Chapter

Once upon a des ign
How MASTER PLANNING AND DESIGN CAN—AND SHOULD— 

TELL A STORY

• • • —Dave Lee, AIA, 
Fleetmeyer & Lee Associates 
AIA Colorado North Chapter

space. The “story" begging to be told 
here is one of a more calming, pleasant 
experience—at least to help ease the 
agony of visiting the dentist lliat many 
people experience. This could be done 
by paying careful attention to all aspects 
of the design experience.

design a richer, more integrated project 
to its context.A

s architects and planners, we are 
storytellers of sorts. The land
scape is our blank piece of paper 
which we create these stories. The

1999 AIA Colorado 
North Chapter 
Board of Directors For instance, in master planning a 

church complex in the open prairie 
adjacent to the foothills of the Colorado 
Rockies, our firm looked to Colorado 
ranch vernacular. It is characterized 
with separate, simple geometric forms 
laid out in a scattered, yet very inten
tional, fashion related to functional 
needs, which enclose usable outdoor 
spaces. Rustic, heavy timbers with 

posed structural connections are also 
part of this regional style.

upon
design elements are our props and 
establish our setting. And the end usersRebecca Spears, AIAPresident

President-Elect ..Randal J. Giseburt, AIA are the characters, for whom in some 
way we want to design a predetermined 
experience or ending to the story

Bryan M. King, AIATreasurer
Treasurer-Elect ..K. David Carson, AIA

For example, water features often convey 
a very soothing, calming sound. If this 
concept could be integrated into the 
design of the waiting room, it is quite 
possible that it could offset the bone- 
chilling, high-pitched whir of a dentists 
drill, along with the anxiety that patients 
in the waiting room feel. As designers, 

typically focus on the visual environ
ment and how things LOOK to the user. 
By moving beyond this pre-occupation 
and designing for other senses such as 
sound, touch, even smell, the storyteller 

create a more all-encompassing 
experience beyond that which a person 
is always cognitive. Thus, the designer is 
creating a much more effective story.

.David B. Lingle, AIASecretary
Past President....Stephen K. Loos, AIA In writing our story, rather than com

municating through words on paper 
a literary writer would, we formulate 

ideas through drawings and sketch- 
Because the design field is very 

visual by nature, the use of storyboard
ing is of particular effectiveness in 
communicating initial ideas for sto
ries—whether master planning or

Susan Kreul-Froseth, AIA asDirector....
Director ...
Director ...
AIA
Director ..
Assoc. Dir 
Executive Director of 
Local Chapters..Susan H. Buchanan,

.J, Erik Hartonft, AIA 

.Barbara Rogg Maloy, exour
es.

John A. Sohl, AIA 
.Eric Scholz, Assoc. AIA Therefore, in designing the worship and 

fellowship areas of the church, instead of 
combining all program spaces into one 
building, which may be appropriate in 
another area’s regionalism, it makes

we

designing a building. This process, a 
technique created by Wall Disney, uses 

of graphic images on cards in

CMP

sense to pull apart the program spaces 
into separate buildings laying them out 

campus-like” setting, connected

can
a series
sequential order to convey an idea or 
tell a story through pictures. This can 
be a highly effective storytelling device 
in presenting ideas to clients.

m a
through a series of covered colonnades. 
This, like the ranch vernacular, allows

As designers and storytellers, we have a 
vast influence over the built environ
ment and how it affects the people 
around us. We need to think through in 

intentional manner what exactly

for exterior courtyard space for various 
outdoor activities, while taking advan
tage of the agreeable Colorado climate.

Usually, we begin by determining just 
what our desired conclusion is, and

work backward. It is as 
if we write the story 
from the end to the 
beginning and from the 
outside, in, starting 
with the larger context 
(master planning) and 
cariy'ing the story 
through to the smallest 
detail of the architec
ture. To reach the 
desired experience, a 
designer must ask him
self or herself some 
questions: What is the 
appropriate experience 
for the end users? How 
do I want them to feel 
while experiencing this 
place? What do they 
need in their surround
ings to facilitate this 
desired experience? 
What character must 
my setting establish to 
accomplish this? What 
design tools do 1 use to 
create this experience?

Borrowing the essence of the heavy tim
ber construction, the detailing updates 
connections with a more “hi-tech” look; 
respect for the past can be shown with a 

contemporary flair. By identifying 
with the natural vernacular of a setting, 
you greatly enhance the experience of 
the users. They will KNOW where they 

geographically by capturing the spe
cial identifying features of the area and 
interpreting them architecturally

a more
the appropriate story is that needs to be 
told (what experience do I want the user 
to have?), before we begin designing

the Aock Lutheran Ctiurcb

•I I)
each project, whether it’s in the master 
planning phase or clioosing hardware 

entry door. By always “sticking to 
story” during the design phase of a proj- 

its success and a most

more
to

ouran

ect, we can ensure 
happy ending for all involved.are

Members in the
News...

This “borrowing from the past” can also 
be taken to extremes, as in the case of 
Celebration City, Florida, where the 
planners and designers created a "histo- 

for a brand new town, and designed 
the “set” around this “rich heritage and 
tradition” they essentially made up.

OZ Adds Five
OZ Architecture announces the 
appointment of five new employees at 
the firm’s Boulder studio. Peter Carey, 
Associate AIA, joins the firm as a project 
architect. Before joining OZ Architecture, 
he worked for Michael Brendle 
Architects. Susan Kohulh joins the firm

^7

Through manipulating the physical 
environment, we can create specific 

periences—both psychologically and 
emotionally—for the end users, or char
acters, of this story. In a dentist’s office 
for example, one approaches this space 

ally with a bit of apprehension and 
Through its sights, sounds,

ex
an interior designer. She was a project 

with Pear Commercial Interiors
as
manager
before joining OZ Architecture. Brian 
Haffey joins the firm in the MIS depart
ment. He comes to OZ Architecture from

e<i,v«lon lantlnf .PllUmjret

'Little Churrh on the Prairie'
usu
nervousness, 
textures, and even smells, it does not 
always convey a very “friendly” experi
ence for most.

Slubbins Assoc, in Cambridge. MA. 
Heather Swallow joins the firm as a proj- 

coordinator. Gary Friedman joins the 
firm as an architectural intern. He previ
ously worked for Brad Adams Walker 
Architecture.

Regionalism begins storyboard
An example of a story one might tell 
the larger context lies in taking a closer 
look at the area’s regionalism. By draw
ing upon history and reinforcing what 
is traditional to the region, one can

m
ect

A person’s senses play a major role in 
how he or she experiences a site or a

[PAGF-
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^Meridian
Colorado chapterwest

Awards Banquet 
November 6,1999

1999 AIA Colorado 
West Chapter Board 
OF Directors

The best way to get to the resort is to get 
off of 1-70 at exit 140, which is the exit 
for Gypsum. Go south over the Eagle 
River and under a railroad overpass for 
approximately 1/2 mile. In the center of 
tovra, turn south on Valley Road. The 
high school is on the southeast comer of 
this intersection. On the north side is a 
sign, "National Forest Access." Travel 
dovm Valley Road for one mile to an 
intersection for the Cotton Ranch where

y this time you should have 
received an invitation to the 
Awards Banquet that will be held 

the Cotton Ranch south of Gypsum 
on November 6, 1999. The Cotton 
Ranch is centrally located so that archi
tects from Aspen to Vail to Steamboat 
should have no trouble getting there.
The Colton Ranch is a new golf and resi
dential community that has been built 
on the southern edge of Gypsum.

B you will Lum west. There are stone walls 
at each side of the road at this turn. The 
clubhouse is about a 1/4 mile down a 
slight hill.at

President
President-Elect.. Vacant 
Past President.... Suzannah Reid, ALA 
Secretary,
Executive Director of
Local Chapters .. Susan H. Buchanan, CMP

Skip Doty, AIA
The people at the Cotton Ranch have 
been very good to work with. The loca
tion and speakers will make this a must- 
atlend event.

Michael Oney, AIA

An Architecture of its 
AND Place —Skip Doty, AIA 

AIA Colorado Wesf Chapter President

his theme of an architecture of 
its time and place was discussed 
and explored in various man

ners by the speakers and participants of 
the recent WMR AIA Conference in 
Tucson, Arizona.

T
Reed KroloCf, the Editor-in-Chief of 
Architecture magazine, gave his inter
pretation of what he considered to be 
architecture of its time and place. An 
architecture of its time should reflect 
current technology; cultural realities, 
and architectural thinking. He presented 
examples of the Hong Kong Bank, the 
National Library in Paris and Gothic 
cathedrals.

an

What is an architecture that belongs 
to its time and place in the modern 
West? Maybe a more appropriate ques
tion is to ask what is the modern west? 
A West that has seen profound changes 
and growth during the past decade.
A West that still speaks to our myths, 

while we are stuck in an endless 
traffic jam near an ex-urban mall. 
A West that is still measured in 
undefinable distances, yet has 
become a small village with the 
advent of the Internet. A West 
that has seen the largest continu
ous boom since the gold rushes 
of the 19th century. Only this 
time, the commodity is land and 
perceptions.

It is about leaving our mark on the land

Mr. Kroloff also presented the Fine Arts 
Center at Arizona State University by 
Antoine Predock as an universal build
ing with specific roots. The building 
mass that brings a user down into it is a 
traditional primitive form. The 
also collects and disperses light. The 
colors of the building change 
response to the light. It is a high 
pie of what it means to be in the desert.

Mr. Kroloff stated that an architecture of 
its place should reflect where it is locat
ed. It should embody the cultural values 
and building traditions of the area. And 
it should be part of the local concept of 
time. He presented as examples Mesa 
Verde and the local San Xavier Del Bac 
Mission. Often, a building that is part of 
its place will reflect a mix of cultures.

mass

in
exam-

The last highlight of the conference 
a brief tour of three residences designed 
and built by Les Wallach, FAIA. His firm 
is the general contractor for the projects 
it designs. The three houses were in the 
desert at the base of the 
the northern edge of Tucson. They 
a reflection of much of what is timeless 
about the desert. They were part of their 
place, the materials grew out of the 
earth and they responded and used the 
sun to their advantage. They were built 
so that the adjacent desert was not dis
turbed during construction.

wasMr. Kroloff presented the Phoenix 
Library as a building that captures the 
essence of modem Arizona. Its 
sheathing is an interpretative use of a 
native rnaterial. The east and west walls 
are blank because of the sun. It is also 
very much about the modem technolo
gy of its time. The interior columns do 
not touch the roof membrane.

copper

An architecture that engages and respects the 
landscape mountains onConferences and conventions 

have the innate ability to flow 
together until it is hard to differ
entiate one from another. To truly 
understand the concept of place, 
one had to drive to a conference 
such as this. Only then can you 
understand what the word 
is all about. Then it becomes 
apparent why the Western land
scape is larger than life.

were

A building that is a reflection of its place 
is often intertwined with the landscape. 
The sense of scale allow them tospace seem
larger than life while they are part of all 
of us. Miciiael Rotundi spoke eloquently 
of how Native Americans view the hori
zon line as a line of definition between 
life and the under world. An true archi
tecture of place has to interact with the 
horizon, but in an unconscious manner. 
The Pueblo Alto at Chaco Canyon exists 

mesa top where it is part of an

An architecture of its time and place is 
very much about how we leave our 
mark on the landscape. The climate 
allows buildings and roads constructed 
hundreds of years ago to still be present. 
This heritage should be reflected in 
what is built today. In a larger 
man has always tried to leave his mark 
on the land. Time can be relentless, and 
it will not wait for us.

Another advantage of being on the 
road is that it allows you to experi
ence the collage of settlement from 
the early historical structures to 

the modem subdivisions—often at the 
same town. These forms give each 
an identity of its place.

. FAIA, designed his residence to
spKin a dry creek

sense.on a
environment in constant change. At the 
same time, ii appears to be rooted and 
to grow our of the earth.

area
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S.A. Miro, Inc.,
Consulting Engineers 
announced that Julie 
Timmons has joined the 
firm as the marketing 
coordinator. She will 
assist with the firm’s 
marketing efforts in generating

ine the firm’s

TOUR: From Berlin 
TO Bilbao!

some of its most innovative ideas into 
the design of the project, including the 

for the outer shell of the 
and a giant, daylighl-simu

newarchitecture and urban
our recent 
design in Germany, the 
Netherlands, and northern Spain.

withT
business and maintaining -

in the industry.1999 AIA Colorado 
Denver Chapter 
Board of Directors

of titanium
control room . 
laiing skylight on the interior

use overall presence

Architects, PC announced 
the appointment of Ed Kammerer, AIA, 
formerly a principal of HNTB Architects 
and Facilities Director for Natrona 

School District in Casper 
technical director and Aimee

Arranged tours and discussions 
local experts. Approximately 10-12 days 
in Spring 2000. Transportation and 
accommodation; air (Denver/Frankfon/ 
return), intercity rail (Europass), core 
area hotels (including stays at luxury 
hotels such as The Havana Palace in 
Barcelona and the Grand Hotel 
Esplanade in Berlin. Organized by Gail 
Kam, Consilium, PC. Group size limit 

lb people. Cost approximately 
$2,500-53,000 excluding air and rail 
transportation. CEUs to be determined. 
Local contact; Gordon Brown, Space 
Analytics, LEG at 303.329.0049.

JG Johnson

RinkcT Seacal Architecture 

that Steve
BarkerE Pauli, AIAJames 

.Herbert Roth, AIAPresident .........
President-elect.Vice President ..John Williams, AIA
Secretary........... Paul Jeselnick, AIA
Treasurer .........Rick Petersen, AIA
Treasurer-elect ..Michael Murphy, AIA 
Past President....Michael Jacoby, AIA
Director............Eric Bariczak, AIA
Director............Martha Bennett, AIA
Director ............Bruce Flynn, AIA
Director...........Paul Hutton, AIA
Director ...........Jim Leggitl, AIA
Director............Roy Perlmutter, AIA
Assoc. Dir..........Christopher Murdy,

Assoc. AIA

announces 
Blackburn, AlA has 
become a principal

,WY,as
County
seniorwilb the firm.

Blackburn brings 15
as a

Schutz as marketing
‘We are excited

director.years’ experience 
project designer;
officer vrith HOK

Facilities Group and as a partner 
Management Group, a 

recreation planning 
onsuUing hnn based in 

at more 
and 40

additionsabout the new 
to our staff and are confi
dent that they will help 

business Ibr-

and 'A

ed to V
::

Sports 
with The Sports bring our Iward into the next cen-
nationally known tury," said Johnson.
and feasibility c
Kansas City. He has cxjTerience 
than 50 colleges and universities 
communities nationwide. Blackburn will 
provide leadership and support to Barker 
Rinker Seacat Architecture’s national 

recreation center market.

in
Landscape Architecture

Members in the 
News...

The Denver office of Diirrant has been 
lected by Cornell Companies, Inc. as 

the architeci/engineer 
the design of a new '

of Prison facility to 
Pennsylvania’s Moshannon Valley. 
Durrani will provide architecture, engi 
neering, and security design services F
the new facility, which is expected to 

1,000 male and

^ has been award-... Larry Levi
Prof. Affiliate .. .Charlie Davis, PA 
Student Dir. ..... Gina Wilson, SA

of Colorado at Denver
Award of Recogmuon by thePublic Dir.

ed the 1999
in LandscapeCouncil of Educators m

(CELA). Gene Bressler,Director ofExecutive 
Local Chapters.

.Susan H. Buchanan, CMP Architecturese Cornell in of the Landscape Architecture 
said this is the

to assist 
$47 million Federal 

be located in

announces that 
, AIA has joined

directorThe Neenan Company 
Miguel Burbano dc Lara

principal architect. His
responsibilities will focus primarily in 

medical facilities market. Mr.
has 20 years of experi-

at CU-DenverProgram assistant professors
E.ghcst award given toBureau

the firm as teaching in the
Berger is a jnmor faculty member

for lure. reclamationthe researching and documenting 
of altered landscapes in America.Burbano de Lara

ence in architectural facilities program- 
, planning, design, and construction 

'rialized practical involve-

house approximately 

female inmates.
orated announced the addi- 
slaff members. Catherine A.

mmg JVA Incorp
with a very spec

iheheallEcare market. tionofnew „
Scarince has joined the firai as a slruc

• Curtis Kosiecki
ment in

tural project engineer
jined the civil engineering design 
, and David A. Poe has joined the

io Architects PC has 
unced that David

Lantz-Boggio
has jo

anno 
Gebcl. AIA project team

firm as a design engineer.

has beenmanager
moted to the posi ts work-JVA Inc.’s structural department

with Klipp Colussy Jenks DuBouis 
and the Eagle County School

pro
New Members

Todd Baldridge. Assoc. AIA 
Archiieci

lion of Senior 
Associate. This ingRe/ineD- /^rameci: Brad

Adams
ArchitectsTimothy

Paul T. Bergner
announcement is m

to Mr.
school projectsWalker Architecture District on three new

Elementaryresponse 
Gebel's significant

Eagle County. Gypsum
School No. 7 and Gypsum

be constructed on

achievements within, P.C.Richard R Melick. Jr,, AIA 
Melick Associates. Inc.

Casey Schmitt, Assoc. AIA 
Rmb + Sheppard Architects

Chri-stopher J. Smithberg 
Roth + Sheppard Architects

I Beth Tidwell, PA 
I Reed Phoio-lmaging

Brad Adams Walker Architecture 
(BAW) is pleased to announce the recent 
opening of one of its most significant

Central Control Building at 
Chrisii,

Middle
He will continue to manage 

Health-Care and Long-Term 
io. Currently,

the firm, 

and direct
School No. 4 are to Gypsum. Eagle
the I-K Bar Ranch site

School No. 8 will be con-
inat Lanz-Boggio. , 

David is managing the $24 millioncare projectstheprojects Elementarystructed on the Eagle Ranch
slated to open

site inCITGO Refinery in Corpus
CITGO building is

of the most advanced 
etrochemical 

incorporated

the of Frasier Meadows 
Care Community in _ 

University Hospital.

, Assoc. AIA expansion 
Cominulng 
and projects

Eagle. The schools arein BoulderTexas. The new 
designed to be one 
control buildings in the p 
industry. BAW Architecture

August 2001.
at

(COBRA) is designed to 
public awareness of the state’s finest residential 

designers. The program is open to architects through
out Colorado, and AIA affiliation is not required.

Best in Residential Architecture 

elevate
Submittals will be due Thursday, January 13 and awards 
will be presented on January 21, 2000. This year’s eligi
ble residential projects include (1) new or remodeled

(2) adaptive reuse 3) sustainable design and
am 1999's COBRA 
pi Winner: Mawson 
w Block, Ft. Collins , CMP, atitJormation, call Susan Buchananstructures 

energy conservation. For more
303.446.2266.sponsored by AIA 

. Colorado’s
COBRA 2000 LSThe fourth annual awards program

and Colorado Homes & LifestylesWatch your mail this month for 
COBRA 2000’s Call for Entries! Denver

tPAGE
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Lines O vOo\'jrnnscAIA Colorado 
South Chapter /

AIA Colorado South 
Chapter Gala

1999 AIA Colorado 
South Chapter 
Board of Directors T he Main Dining Room at The 

Broadmoor Resort is the location 
for the AIA Colorado iou

South
on the 2nd of December. 

This festive, end-of-the-millennium 
event would not be possible without 
the generous financial gifts of 
Gold, Silver and Bronze 
They are;

cordially incited L

AIA Colo

Holida

Chapter Gala
President............
Past President.... 
Secretary..........

Marvin Maples, AIA 
Duane Boyle, AIA 
Rhonda Boger-Linder,

O attend the
ChapterSouth ^

'y^^ardsGal
• • • •

our 
Sponsors.AIA aTreasurer 

Director.. 
Director... 
Director... 
Director... 
Director... 
Director.... 
Assoc. Dir.

....John Goodloe, AIA 
,. .Richard Cherry, AIA 
...Janies Childs, AIA 
...George Cruz, AIA 
-.Dempsey Currie, AIA 
•Richard Gordon, AIA 

..Frank Kaiser, AIA 
.Carol Sundstrom, 
Assoc. AIA

Prof. Aff. Dir......Lynn Ellen Braley
Public Dir........... Quinn Peitz
Executive Director of 
Local Chapters ....Susan H. Budianan,

December 2, 1999 At the Lakeside Dining Room 
Of The Broadmoor Resort

enjoy dinner, dancing and festive 
Attire: Evening Cocktail Dress

Cocktail Social.

Gold Sponsors — $1,000
♦ Bollar Associates/GLC
♦ Producers Council
♦ The Weitz

Design
Conte

Company

releb 
Suit

Silver Sponsors__ Nation!$500
♦ Gerald H. Phipps, Inc.
♦ Wigand Corporation ■ 6:00 Pfn Oi

^nner: 7:0Q
^^3.00

S50,oq
S30.00

Memh
^J^-members

pm
Bronze Sponsors 

^ A/E Associates 
♦ CFI

Cuests
~~ $250

each 
each 
each

^^ociates
CMP ♦ El Rey Stucco
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♦ Summit Brick
♦ Transit Mix
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City of Colorado Springs 
Landscape Code —Ronald A. Bevans ASLA 

City of Colorado Springs Planning Group 
Special to AIA Colorado South Chapter

L
asi fall, the City of Colorado 
Springs implemented a new 
Landscape Code that addre^es 

the issue of sustainability and regional 
context within the landscape by incorpo 
rating the concept of signature land
scapes in all new developments of multi
family, industrial, commercial, institu
tional, and public facility

to submit a landscape plan for review, 
the designer must meet one of the fol
lowing criteria:

♦ Licensed

experience and the specific plan t 
submitted—to determine that the 
of the Code is met.

to be 
- intent

Landscape Architect*
♦ FulVAssociale Member—American 

Society of Landscape Architects
♦ Degree in Landscape Architect 

Design, or Horticulture

After submitting several diverse projects 
and demonstrating competent knowl
edge in the design and inspection of 
those landscapes, the design 
given the opportunity to apply for recog
nition as a qualified designer. Ideally, this 
“track record" would have been esiab 
lished during the one-year period 
between November 1, 1998 and 
November 1, 1999, when the i.
applicable, yet the qualification 
ment was not.

November Calendar 

FOR Colorado South 

Chapter

ure,
projects.

er is thenh wasThe ‘■,- 
defined

recognized that Colorado does 
not license its landscape architects 
landscape architects 
from another

signature landscape" has been 
a “landscape development 

consistent with local climatic and soil 
conditions and that evokes the aesthetic 
and ecological qualities of regional 
native plant communities.'' The overall
goals of the Landscape Code works 
toward

as • ForPlease call Rhonda Boger Linder

with any questions 719.473.8446. 

November

to hold a license 
state or Colorado before 

sunset, specific qualifications 
required that arc

IS are applicable to the 
desired qualifications of the new Code.Programs Committee 

Meeting, Noon @ LKA 
Partners’ Offices

Code was 
require-

creating the sustainable built 
landscape, reflecting the regional charac 
ter of the plains and 
and

Where were the architects?
Noticeably absent from this list was the 
inclusion of architects. U was 
during the development 
many architects do have the 
knowledge 
climates.

17 AIA Board Meeting, 7 am 
@ Desk's Inc.

AIA Colorado Design 
Conference @ The 
Broadmoor

January Newsletter 
deadline

The qualificati 
Code

on requirement of the 
to advance

mountain foothills, 
conservation.

was not intended 
one profession, but 
who are

resulting in water recognized
of the Code that

any
to ensure that those 

most responsible for design and 
development of the built envi 
have the

19-21
The City has also adopted qualification 
requirements for people submitting land
scape plans wdih Development Plans for 
the City review process. The goal is to 
raise the quality of all plans and designs 
submitted. Beginning November 1, 1999,

necessary 
in areas of agricultural soils, 

regional landscapes, plant 
materials, and design, but it wasn’t nec
essarily something that could be applied 
across the board. As an option, the Code 
does let anyone submit these plans 

a process that looks

environment 
appropriate skill level in their 

respective disciplines, raising the quality 
of these plans. The landscape and fabric 
of the community that is ^tablished 
today will define our legacy within the 
community for future

30

through
generations.at past
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Architecture's Public through the DFA
Connecting with

—Steve Carr, AJA. President.
Denver foundiition for Architecture

architecture and 
urban design.
Part of the DFAs 
efforts are focused 
on forums like 
the recent one on
three major building projects requesting 
tax support—the Art Museum, the Zoo, 
and the Convention Center. “November 
Ballot: Architecture for Art, Animals and 
Armies of People” raised important ques
tions about the impact of these projects 

the urban life of Denver.
[5ce DFA

DENVER
FOUNDATIONFederal Courthouse, Auraria, Peoples 

& Steeples, Geology of Downto\vn and 
others—we want to add tours on con
temporary architecture, Denver’s neigh
borhoods, places like Red Rocks and 
the Air Force Academy, conversions 
and adaptive reuse and others focused 

the evolution of Denver architec- 
To do this, we need to train and

B-school who was a docent at the 
Chicago Architecture Foundation.

Denver area architects

How many 
know about the Denver //>/•

architecture
Foundation for Architecture? 

The answer at the end of 1999 is proba
bly not many, But by this time next year, 
that answer should change.

The Board today is diverse—Karl Berg, 
FAIA (RNL Design); M. Gordon Brown 
(Space Analytics, LLC); Susan Buchanan 
(AlA Colorado); Steven Carr, AIA 
(Intergroup Architects); Christiane 
Citron, Esq. (Colorado Center for the 
Book); Cathy Donohue (The Mayor’s 
Office); Blair Gifford, Ph.D. (University 
of Colorado); Melissa Harder 
(BedandBreakfast.com); Dennis 
Humphries, AIA (Humphries-Poli 
Architects); Bret Kudlicki (Gifford Spurck 
Associates); Peter Orleans, AIA; Rejean 
Peeples (National Properties); John Rogers, 
FAIA (RNL Design); Karen Stansifer.

onThe Denver Foundation for Architecture 
(DFA) is barely seven years old. Its most 
well-known activity is sponsoring and 
organizing tours of Denver area architec
ture. Although tours are important to us, 
there's more to the DFA,

ture.
increase the number of docents.

Denver needs a place where the public 
turn for information to help under

stand the issues involved with today’s
oncan page 14 jon

The DFA was founded in 1992 from the 
James Sudler Foundation and began its 
full tour season in 1996. The origins of 
the DFA lie in two circumstances facing 
the AIA a few years ago. One was the 
need to address the complexities of the 
federal tax code regarding public educa
tion and lobbying. The other was recog
nizing that, though a proportion of the 
Denver public has a strong interest in 
architecture, it’s not the same kind of 
interest architects have.

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE!

The DFA recently clarified its three- 
part mission through a strategic plan
ning process;
♦ Stimulate understanding and apprecia
tion of the contribution of architecture 
and design to the fabric of daily life.
♦ Celebrate and interpret the architec
tural and design heritage of the Denver

for all audiences - local, nationalarea
and international.
♦ Create a public forum for contempo
rary issues involving architecture and 
urban design in the public area.

With minimal funds and no paid staff, 
the DFA relies on its volunteer board of 
practicing architects and dedicated mem
bers of the public with an interest in 
architecture. Two outstanding volunteers 
helped the DFA through its first few 
years: the esteemed Barbara Sudler 
Hornby and Blair Gifford, a sociologist 
and management professor at the UCD

New Granby Middle School - sz.ooo sq. ft.

Industry^Leading Insulating Concrete Forms'
♦ Design Friendly
♦ Project Supported

♦ CEU Programs
♦ Certified installersMAXXExpanding our successful tour program 

is a major objective. To our present 
■LoDo, the Mayan Theatre, the

For more information, call
Stronger. Saf^. Superior.
www.bluemaxxaab.com

303-904-1240 ♦ H.O. 800-293-3210
tour;

MORTENSON

^ . Building Tomorrow’s Landmarks

in partnership with

American Family Insurance 
Ascent Arena Company 
Denver Technological Center 
Eagle County 
Hammes Company 
Hines
Jefferson County Schools 
Keystone Real Estate Devleopment 
Sage Hospitality 
Sun Microsystems

H
X

%

X
oo 1875 Lawrence Street, Suite 600, Denver, CO 80202 

303/295-2511

u.
Site Planning • Urban Design • Park Planning & Design
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Rail Transit in Rural Colorado: Practical 
Idea or Expensive Fantasy?

On the ballot this year, 
citizens of Aspen will vote 
on two different trans
portation systems. One is 
light rail and the other is 
a dedicated bus way from 
the aiiport to downtown. 
These issues have sparked 
heated debate in the area 
and what follows are two 
viewpoints on the trans
portation issues.

—evans, Special to ALA Colorado West Chapt

When no citizen task force could be 
vened to endorse the idea of building a 
rail line for two or three miles—from 
intercept parking lot into town—the rail 
idea was steadily expanded to Glenwood 
Springs. For $250 million in capital 
(underestimated by at least 50 percent) 
and annual operating and maintenance 
costs 60 percent higher than a bus sys
tem, until reality doubles that number, 
we have the perfect alternative to paving 
two additional lanes for less than a mile. 
And it only look 29 years to come up 
with this plan.

er
What began as little more than resistance 
to change has evolved into a front-line 
battle over the appropriate role of gov
ernment in shaping our lives. It is also a 
tale of what can happen when cause and 
effect become irrevocably reversed, and 
concept triumphs over practice.

estate market into a commodities 
ket. Today, houses trade like Dutch 
ters’ paintings and hundreds of old-time 
locals make their fortunes before relocat
ing to warmer climes.

mar- con-
mas-

an

costsAs an inevitable side effect, most work
ing people now commute 20 to 60 miles 
to their jobs, helping fill the highway 
capacity. A less obvious result was the 
economy, jobs, and population increased 
beyond anything the original tourist 
economy could have supported, created 
by waves of second home owners. The 
law of unintended consequences has 
ated nearly everything the policy initia
tors claimed they were trying to prevent. 
On the other hand, it’s a great place to be 
an architect if you enjoy designing opu
lent private estates.

The core beliefs in the process that led 
the exclusion of several hundred yards of 
pavement in an otherwise continuous 
highway are that roads cause traffic, and 
highway expansion causes increased traf
fic. The leadership of Pitkin County 
clung to this belief for nearly 20 years in 
the face of ever-increasing traffic volumes 
on the same old two-lane road. When the 
nickname for the road became “Killer 
82,” the County finally relented, and 
struction furiously proceeds today.

to to

I
n January 1970, the Aspen City 
Council passed a resolution asking 
the Stale of Colorado to hold off 

the four-laning of Highway 82 at the 
entrance to Aspen, while transportation 
aiiemalives were studied and evaluated.

cre-
There’s more, of course. A whole 
society will be built around the 
of the venerable train station. Quaint, 
high-density villages will spring up 
fully controlled and regulated—wholly 
organic and richly social.

newon
romance

con-
, care-

Sometime in the year 2004, the expan
sion, from two lanes to four, of the 41 
miles of Highway 82 between Aspen and 
Glenwood Springs, will be completed— 
except the final quarter mile of highway 
at the entrance to Aspen.

The leadership of Aspen would not be so 
easily swayed. While refusing to expand 
the highway. Aspen refused to expand its 
town. Across-the-board downzoning to 
one-third the density of the original 
ter plan led to a conversion of the real

On the transportation front, Pitkin 
County (population 14,400) is the pri
mary financier of a $10.4 miliion-a-year 
bus system, the second largest in the state.

Hogwash.

We are who we are, and designers, plan
ners, and bureaucrats with visions are 
not going to change us. “Urban sprawl” 
is not the result of bad planning, lack of 
foresight, or rapacious developers. It’s 
the r^ult of the fact that the most cher
ished housing type is the single-family 
detached residence. The car lets us drive 
to an individual plot of land where 
can erect walls we don’t have to share.

mas-
The quarter mile of highway intended to 
remain restricted to two lanes 
become a sort of monument to top-down 
planning and social engineering hell bent 

ignoring every cultural reality that 
stands in its way.

may

CDLDRADa’S
MOST UNIQUE

CONTRACTDR
Our secret to 35 
performance and service Is that we listen.

• Preconstruction Services
• New Commercial Construction
• Renovations
• Structural Repairs
• Insurance Repairs

on

weyears of outstanding Rail: The Magic Bullet?
The state caved in during a ten-year 
Environmental Impact Statement limovation is wonderful if it respects and 

reflects the way people really live. The 
impulse to force an idealized concept 
imperfect humans is a certain recipe for 
bad design, regardless of scale, scope, 
context. The best designs, the best plans, 
the best examples of public policy, are 
those least noticed.

process, originally scheduled to take 18 
months, and agreed to design for “per
son trips” rather than “vehicle trips,” 
The idea is to make it

on

so inconvenient 
and expensive to drive into Aspen that 
people will turn to mass transit. 
However, since buses are a form of 
transit that require lanes of asphalt—the 
only two of which will be clogged— 
there is no way to declare victory 
the four-lane, reviled symbol of 20th 
Century urbanization, except to switch 
the transit mode to rail.

or

mass

Jeffrey Evans builds architectural models 
in his single-family detached residence 
outside Redstone, 40 miles from Aspen. 
About 80% of his business comes from 
clients designing opulent private estates.

PALACE CONSTRUCTION
90 Galapago Street • Denver, CO 80223
(303) 777-7999 Fax: (303) 777-5256

over

Guy’s Floor Service has] 
made excellence our 
standard for more 

than 50 years. For the 
best in commercial 

carpet, tile, wood and 
resilient floors.

R W Specialties, Inc.

Tyvek Wholesale Distributors of Specialty Items 
for the Building Industry

For 33 years, R W Specialties has supplied 
architectural products for interior and 
exterior specifications.

We will send you a full line catalog and 
willing to help in any way

Just give us a call for full details and a no-cost 
architectural manual.

Weatherization Systems

Tyvek' CommercialWrap 

Tyvek' StuccoWrap 

Tyvek' HomeWrap

(303)371-8900 j TM

TM

are
we can.TM

Denver Headquarters
9000 E. 96th Ave, 

Henderson, CO 80640 
Phone (303) 289-2226 

Fax (303) 288-0080 
Toll Free (800) 332-6682

GUY^S FLOOR SERVICE INC.
STAPLETON BUSINESS CENTER 

10275 East 47th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80239 
Phone (303) 371-8900 

Fax (303) 375-8790

Grand Junction
465 30 Road

Grand Junction, CO 81504 
Phone (970) 245-6386 

Fax (970) 241-2319 
Toll Free (800) 3324925

R W Specialties, Inc.
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Rail? Who needs it?
—Randy Udall, Special to AM Colorado West Chapter

four-lane three miles of Highway 82 
through scenic Snowmass Canyon.

pearls on a string, the perfect layout for 
rail. WeVe bought an existing rail corri
dor, Seems like a no-brainer.

not true. Roughly 60%of the world’s con
ventional oil remains to be produced.
But we are running out of cheap oil. It 
now appears that about 70% of U.S. oil 
will be consumed between 1950 and 
2025. This is the Baby Boomer’s legacy. 
Our grandparents used about 15%; and 
we’ll leave the rest to our grandchildren 
and their kids’ kids. As someone who 
once drove a pickup truck to Patagonia.
1 may not be the best person to ask, but 
is there a neglected ethical issue here?

f Martians watch Earth, they must 
have concluded that the automobile is 
the dominant life form on our planet.I The best that can be said For this “solu

tion” is that it won’t confuse the Martians.But no. We’re told that rail is a pipe 
dream, that’s it’s loo expensive (although 
the average family now spends $7000 
per year on its personal auto fleet), that 
it’s premature, that we’ll have to subsi
dize the operating costs.. .the litany of 
choo-choo critics everywhere.
Their preferred alternative? Pave some 
more of paradise. Spend $100 million to

Since 1950, human numbers have dou
bled. In the same period, the car count 
has expanded tenfold. Today, a new car is 
bom every second. Cars are breeding like 
(VW) Rabbits. Yes, people still outnumber 
cars, but cars outweigh us three to one, 
and consume roughly five limes more 
energy (in gasoline) as we use in food.

Randy Udall directa the Community 
Office for Resource Efficiency, a nonprofit 
energy office in Aspen, Colorado. CORE’S 
address is Box 9701, Aspen, CO 81612. 
(970) 544 9808 or rudall@aol.com. For 
more on the world oil picture, see 
WWW, altenergy/core.

A year ago, 1 was standing on Main 
Street in Aspen when a semi drove by 
Emblazoned in large letters on the size 
was a question: WE’VE SHOT ALL THE 
BUFFALO, NOW WHAT DO WE DO?
In 1872 there were about 15 million 
bison roaming the Great Plains. A decade 
later, only a thousand were left. The 
heedless waste seems criminal today.
Will future generations view our pell- 
mell liquidation of oil, arguably Earth's 
most valuable resource, as equally short
sighted and greedy? Petroleum is a gift of 
geology, a one-time windfall—and we're 
spending it hke there’s no tomorrow.

-and pavement—rule. And not justCar*
the road. Their needs mle land use plan- Kelly-Moore provides a full line of coating systems to serve all your 

needs. Our Architectural coatings are of exceptional quality to 
ensure superior performance and durability for either commercial or 
residential projects. Our Commercial coatings are quality, value 
engineered, and produced especially for today's demanding 
requirements of the commercial market. Kelly-Moore along with 
Rust-Oleum, also produces high performance Industrial coatings 
that are resistant against harsh environments and chemicals. 
Please contact the Architectural Services Department with any 
questions about our coating systems and/or color system.

tra.*
employee owned COMPA''^'^

www.kellymoore.com

ning, and urban and suburban design.

Traffic jams are infuriating. But what’s 
the alternative? Light rail, commuter rail, 
bike lanes, sidewalks.. .c’mon, get real. 
Architects in particular should keep their 
hands on the wheel. Auto-centric subdi
visions, three-car garages, blacktop in 
the driveway, asphalt shingles on the 
roof—it’s a proven and profitable recipe.

Mike Nasso, ext. 326 
Architectural Services 

1-800-772-7402
But what about New Urbanism, walkable 
neighborhoods, Peter Calthorpe’s cute lit
tle front porches? Give me a break. Trade 
your Explorer for an Expedition. If you’ve 
already got an Expedition, lease an Excur
sion. It’s a “fuel’s paradise.” Party hearty.

Expanded polystyrene with polyethylene skinned surfaceThere are many ways to soften the 
inevitable transition to a world in which 
oil is more expensive. They include more 
effidenl cars (only 1% of the energy in 
the gas tank moves the driver, the rest is 
pissed away), smarter land use planning 
(this shouldn’t be difficult, even a ran
dom change would probably be an 
improvement), and last but not least, 
transit alternatives.

We are AutoNation, the Oil Tribe. The 
average American now drives the dis
tance to the Moon every 20 years. msuifoamYou know what the Great American 
Ritual is, don’t you, the activity that most 
defines our culture? Hint: it’s not going 
to church, playing golf, watching the 
boob tube. Our defining ritual is “filling 
’erup” at the local 7-11, Kum ‘ri Go, 
Toot & Moo. It happens 150 million 
times a week!

(
R-Gard Masonry Cavity Wa

R-Gard Exterior Stucco/One-Coat Finish System 
^^^^^^^R^ard Fan Fold

Here in the Roaring Fork Valley, we’re 
debating whether to spend about $70 
million of our money (and $130 million 
of Uncle Sam’s) to fund a 40-mile rail 
route from Aspen to Glenwood Springs. 
We’ve already got the second busiest bus 
system in the stale, with about 2 million 
riders a year. We’ve got a long linear val
ley, with communities lined up like

Cheap oil has always been an American 
birthright. Oklahoma alone possessed 
more oil than Germany or Japan. 
California liad more than Germany, 
Japan, France, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, 
Finland, and Italy combined. If Texa; 
birthplace of that three-ton status symbol 
called the Suburban—had been a sover
eign nation, it would have placed in the 
world’s lop ten.

12601 East 33rd Avenue, Suite 114 • Aurora, Colorado 80111 • e-mail; ggibson@premier-industries.com
303/366-7730

Are you Y2K OK?
Are you sure?Fish don’t worry about water and 

Americans don’t worry about oil. Instead 
we swim in it. I know middle-class 
Coloradoans who do their Christmas 
shopping in Minnesota at the Mall of 
America. Texans drive 1,000 miles to 
shoot a Colorado elk—hunting and 
gathering taken to new extremes.

Strategic Planning 
Network Administration 
Intranets / Extranets 
Web Development 
CAD Management 
Onsite Support 
Outsourcing

■ We know Computers.
■ We know Networks.
■ We know the Internet.
■ We know Architecture.
■ We live for Productivity.
■ What else do you need to know?

Of course, U.S. oil production peaked 27 
years ago and has been plummeting 

but who cares? Who cares thatsince,
we’re building air bases in the Saudi 
deserts? Who cares that we impon more A POST-INDUSTRIAL 'CONSULTANCY|

www.thegeckogroup.com 
Boulder • Denver 

303.415.2052 • 800.413.4552

oil than any other nation uses? Who 
that world oil production should 

peak by 2020?
cares

When that happens, journalists will 
shout, “We’re running out of oil.” That’s

[ PAGE
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The Western Mountain Region 
Conference

J^DFA, from page J J J
The DFA is also home to the forth
coming AM Gm<k to Denver 
Ar-chitecture being prepared for the 
AIAs national meeting here in 2001.
A grant to the DFA from the Scientific 
and Cultural Facilities District helps 
support this effort.

—Duane Boyle, ALA 
AlA Colorado South Presideni-Elecl

color of the house. The designs were far 
from being boxes; some had wings con
nected by walkways or bridges. Running 
through the neighborhoods, it became 
apparent that even though the areas 
visually consistent, every house 1 
was significantly different than others, 
each having distinctive architectural 
character. These neighborhoods 
that different from upscale areas in 
Colorado, yet it seems that attention to 
architecture was more prevalent. It also 
could be that more architects are

involved in residential 
design there than here, 
where homebuilders 
seem to dominate resi
dential design even in 
upscale areas.

that that is something most of us can— 
and ought—to do. If they think tire proj
ect is worth publishing, they contact the 
architect to get more information.

his year’s Western Mountain 
Region conference in Tucson.
This was one of the best confer

ences I’ve attended. Every speaker was 
top notch, the quality of the breakout 
sessions was pertinent, the banquet was 
excellent, and the hotel was wonderful— 
the perfect site for a gathering of archi
tects. Listening to the various speakers 
and seeing some very interesting design 
prompted me to write this article.

T
were

On a related second point. Architecture is 
making a strong attempt to publish 
firms. Just flipping through the pages of 
the last few editions, there are several 
projects by previously unpublished finns. 
I think not only the AlA Colorado South 
Chapter benefits from increased expo
sure, but obviously all of AIA Colorado 
does, especially if some projects 
make their way into publication 
before the 2001 National 
Convention in Denver.

saw
new The DFA will continue to host events 

that construct bridges between Denver 
architecture and the public. In March, 
2000, the gallery at the AlA Colorado 
office will feature the DFA. Our annual 
DFA reception and meeting at that 
time will have a presentation by an 
important speaker,

were not

The main speaker (who spoke on several 
occasions at the conference) was Reed 
KrololT, editor ot Architecture magazine. 
Mr. KroIofT is one of the most entertaining 
speakers 1 have heard. He was articulate, 
to the point, motivational, and he had no 
problem portraying the competition 
between Architecture and Architectural 
Record. One of his comments surprised 
me. He was talking about how to gel pub
lished in his magazine. Apparently there 
have been quite a few submittals for pub
lication from Arizona, New Mexico, and 
even Nevada, but very little from 
Colorado! We need to do better!

The DFA is a small organization that 
needs to grow to keep up with Denver’s 
growth and development. Similar foun
dations in other cities, Chicago and 
Seattle for example, are older, larger, 
more active and have larger budgets. 
Raising funds for speakers, training, 
forums, and a permanent, part-time 
director are future objectives.

1 was struck by the area’s resi
dential design. Tucson residen
tial design is far different than 
what we see around Colorado, 
which is to be expected due to 
the environment. What 1 did 
not expect to see was the diversity of 
design as well as the individualism.

And finally, South 
Chapter congratulates 
Lou Wynne. Lou won 
the Western Mountain 

Region Award of Distinction’ this year 
and she accepted it at the banquet in 
Tucson. We all know of Lou’s contribu
tion to architectural education in 
Colorado and it is only right that her 
efforts are recognized at the regional 
level. Is national recognition for Lou 
next???? Lou’s award also marks the 
ond year that a South Chapter nominee 
has won the WMR Award of Distinction. 
Last year, Colorado Springs Mayor Mary 
Lou Makepeace received the award.

The DFAls future depends on two simple 
elements—people and money. We will 
never turn away either one. A modest 
request of support ($5.00) will appear in 
the AlA dues statement. Annual mem
berships are $25 for individuals, $35 for 
families, $15 for students. For more 
information, you can call 303.779.9193 
or me at 303.738.8877.

The conference was in an upscale part of 
town, but it is amazing how many differ
ent and unique interpretations of south
western architecture exist there. The 
materials were consistent with the desert 
setting yet ranged from stucco to 
exposed concrete block as a major exte
rior finish. Even the color of membranes 
on flat roofs consistently matched the

Colorado architects have a lot to offer, 
certainly as much as our competitors in 
Arizona. And it does not take that much 
to be considered for publication. 
According to Mr. Kroloff, all that is 
required to be submitted initially are 
snapshots, drawings, or even color Xerox 
copies of photographs. It would seem

sec-

GLIMPSE AT 
THE FUTURE..

THE STATE OF THE ART IN CERAMIC TILE

e an one
FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS,

CAPCD HAS IMPORTED SUPERIOR CERAMIC TILE 

FROM THE FINEST MANUFACTURERS OF ITALY 

AND AROUND THE WORLD INCLUDING 

TABINA, Rex, GRANITIFiANDRE. IMOLAGRES. iMOLA, LAUFEN, 

SiCHENiA, City. Latco. Summitville,

Harris Elementary, Fort Collins

AND MORE. Distributors of Kolbe & Kolbe windows, 
Colorado Sash & Door, Inc. provide an essential 
element to a building.. .the windows! Our large 
variety of styles, colors and shapes allow us to 

enhance any project.

Now CAPCD IS Colorado’s source 

CARGO STOCKS AND DISTRIBUTES 

GRANITE

FOR NATURAL STONE. 

A WIDE ARRAY OF 

MARBLE, LIMESTONE, AND SLATE 

IN BOTH TILES AND SLABS. MAKE CAPCD 

THE ONE-STOP SOLUTION TO YOUR TILE AND STONE NEEDS.

CAPCD PROVIDES ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS
WITH A SINGLE SOURCE FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION 

INDUSTRY SPECIFICATIONS IN EACH OF OUR LOCATIONS.
AND

1-800-727-2272 1^
www.capcotile.com

COIOCADO 
(SASB0 DOOR, Inc,

(970) 482-7880 
800-775-7887 

(fax) 493-5275

Denver 
■ AVUN

Bduloer 
BRAND JUNCTION •

COLDRADa 5PRINQS
SILVERTHORNE

Fort Collins

Las Vegas, Nevada
Basalt
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converging requirements of original 
composition, technology, and spatial 
construcls are examined.

pages][the edge, fiUpcoming Interior Design 
Legislation

rojn

Student Example: 
Happiness/Death
The conflict of the two occurs when the 
path of death crosses into the boundaries 
of the arc. When the line (death) collides 
with the end of an arc (happiness) the 
vibration causes the texture on the arc. 
The conflict of the event sends the line 
into a chaotic state. Ultimately the line 
continues out of the area of the 
arc and returns to its normal 
pattern of growth.

1 can’t say exactly where architecture is 
heading, but as a collection of technical 
specialties, computer-aided design will 
certainly fail and never be appreciated 
for its poetic potential. The working sep
aration between theory and practice says 
that conceivably we can mend the rift. 
Whether we can evolve to a level of

♦ Develop a communication plan to 
educate design and construction profes
sionals, code officials, elected officials, 
and the general public on the impact of 
design on public safety.

♦ Identify and develop strategic partner
ships among the contributors to the 
built environment. The partnerships will 
focus on to fostering an atmosphere of 
client- and public-centered service.

happinessQualityIan to participate in the Govern
ment Affairs optional luncheon to 
lake place on Saturday, November 

20 during the Annual Design 
Conference. Jim Dinegar, vice president 
of Government and Industry Affairs from 
AIA National, will be on hand to discuss 
the Interior Design legislation and other 
upcoming federal issues.

P ♦ Establish a “Center” within the AIA to 
deliver information on design and con
struction issues to architects and allied 
professionals.

Research methodologies con
tained in this work are geared to 
enrich the technical, aesthetic 
and critical judgement of the 
beginning design student, par
ticularly regarding the current 
digital revolution. Basic chal
lenges still confront the begin
ning design student as she or he 
attempts to span the chasm 
between the nebulous universe

♦ Enhance and strengthen the advocacy 
program to protect public health and safe
ty. The AIA will work with allied organi
zations and empower state and local AIA 
components to aggressively preserve the 
public safely qualification thresholds 
established in stale licensing laws.

1
By now you may be aware that interior 
designers have filed the necessary paper
work to pursue licensure in the Slate of 
Colorado. Learn how this will affect the 
profession of architecture by participat
ing in the November 20ih luncheon.

death

r
of concept and the realm of the 
real (or virtually real). The sim
plistic digital solution of substi
tution (model building) and the 
convenient solution of technological 
instruction (leaching AuloCad) are 
reiected; careful consideration of the

"Happiness/Dcalh," by sludcnl Benjamin Hanion
Accordingly, the AIA will work to 
oppose legislation imposing practice 
restrictions on industry sectors that do 
not meet the established public safety 
qualification thresholds. Don’t miss this 
opportunity to participate in this 
important process.

architecture "that cannot be reduced to 
the status of representation of thought,' 
remains to be seen—perhaps in the 
virtual world.

Here are a few recommendations result
ing from the National AIA Interior 
Design Task Force and Board of 
Directors meetings.

For Sale:
1996 Hewlett-Packard Design Jet 350C plotter, with stand. 

Ail reasonable offers will be considered. 303.832-9111^^EngineeringJR Engineering provides innovative, 
cost-effective solutions for award 
wining architectural designs and 
utilizes the latest hardware and 
software resources to efficiently 
produce construction documents on 
schedule. JR’s structural services 
include:
STRUCTURAL
• Comniercial & Indu.sirial Buildings
• Bridges and Box Culverts
• Retaining Walls
• Design-Build ScrvicE.s
• Structural Damage Assessments
• Forensic Evaluations
• Construction Observations

FORT COLLINS
2620 E. Prospect Rd.. Suite 190 

Fort Coilins, Colorado 80525 
(970)491-9888

Featuring the Oce 9800 with 
Repro Desk

Delivering High Volume Plotting 
Copying & Scanning Service

DENVER 
6020 Greenwood Plaza Blvd. 

Englewood, CO 80111 
(303)740-9393

COLORADO SPRINGS 
4935 North 30!bSlrecl 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 
(719)593-2593

l.A\D DEVELOPMENT
• Commercial Development
• Site Analysis & l4iyoui
• Subdivision Planning
• Utility Studies
• Overiot Otading Designs
• Street Improvement Plans
• Parks & Recreation

PUEBLO 
704 Fortino Blvd , West 

Pueblo, CO 81008 
(719)583-2575

Repro Desk Software: Installed at your office, you do all the 
job preparation & with a click of the mouse - send the job to 
Ken’s

Total File Compatibility: With most .PLT Files 
Scan to file: Allows you to build hybrid plot jobs 
comprised of CAD plot files and scanned originals 

Fastest Scanning Speed: 12 D size per minute 
Many More Money Saving Features

V'Comprehensive Reprographic Services

I
H'H'H’.jrengin eering. com

Structural and 
Civil Engineering 

& Surveying

SURVEYING/CONSTRUCTION SVCS.
• Alla/Boundary
• GIS/GPS
• Architectural & Topographic
• Control Aerial Mapping
• Construction Staking
• Construction Observation & Estimating

--‘■Ml* UtUll 
.IBSW5T5I

•/Color CAD Plotting 

•/Spec Set Copying 

t/Diazo up to 42” Wide

Furnish your outdoor area with
precast concrete site furnishings
from Wausau Tile. Choose from

waste containers, tables.
benches, signs and more! *^Ocd

•tWoHPr 
Pleiflers 
Canon

7 > A

^Cotor
^Free Pick-up & Delivery 

•/Oversized Color Scans 

^Oversized Color Copies

297-9191mmECiTJOTyiFARMINGTON

REPRODUCTIONS LTD.
Terra-Form Division

PO Box 1520
Wausau, Wl 54402-1520

(800) 388-8728 2220 CURTIS STREET • DENVER, COLORADO 80205

Net: http:/Aivww.kensrepro.com
Fax; (715) 355-4627

E-MAIL: SALES@KENSREPRO.COMwww.wausautile.com
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